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Abstract. Fiction can be a means of striving towards truths, but in a way that is more abstract than

the truths of everyday happenings. We offer a staircase of evolutionary pre-adaptations on which

works of literature such as novels and plays depend. These include systems of mirror-neurons,

mimetic ritual, conversational language based on actions, narrative structure, metaphor, and imag-

inary play. These enable the mental simulations that people create when they listen to, or read, sto-

ries. We argue that the abstraction of literary character is a sophisticated version of the making of

mental models of others that we form routinely in conversation. 
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ART, LITERATURE AND USEFULNESS

Art involves the creation of objects that are external to the mind, that persist through

time, and that can often travel beyond the site of their original creation (OATLEY

2003). Whereas there is not much of an evolutionary puzzle about how objects such

as a stone tool or a computer might acquire adaptive value, objects of art do seem

puzzling. They do not seem directly useful. In this paper, we argue that a case for the

functional purpose of art can be made. We offer such a case for one form of art: nar-

rative fiction.

The words “poetry” and “fiction” both mean something made and, worse still for

any evolutionary argument, fiction is often thought of as a synonym for falsity (cf.

LAMARCQUE 2003). There seems to be a problem with any aesthetic proclivity

humans might have towards fiction, in that for evolutionary purposes adaptations to

the true should be better than adaptations to the false. TOOBY and COSMIDES (2001)

offer two kinds of answer to this problem. One is that the means by which evolu-

tionarily derived genes direct activity is by installing species-typical action patterns

and preferences, which together with learning, then form the bases of goals for

certain kinds of food, sex, safety, and so on. These preferences are the bases for

aesthetic pleasure. The second is that because the human cognitive system is too

complex to be controlled by 30,000 genes, it needs to be responsive to local con-
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ditions and contingencies. Fiction allows the system to be, as TOOBY and COSMIDES

say, “calibrated”.

Here we offer an idea that is related but different, based on OATLEY’s (1992a) idea

of fiction as a kind of simulation. The idea derives from ARISTOTLE’s concept of

mimesis (ARISTOTLE, trans. 1970; HALLIWELL 2002). Whereas TOOBY and COSMIDES

accept that fiction is false and set about to solve the puzzle that this poses, we pro-

pose that fiction can be true, but at a different conceptual level than that of the every-

day. This level involves both abstraction and detail. Think of it like this. A watch or

clock is a simulation of celestial motions. It is useful because it allows us human

beings to coordinate our activities, even when we cannot directly see the sun or stars.

Indeed, it allows a more precise coordination of such activities than if one were to

say “I’ll meet you here when the pole star is thirty degrees above the horizon”. And

what if the night is cloudy? A clock does not depend on direct celestial observation.

One might even say that the model that it embodies is false; in older clocks at least

it poses a fixed earth-like center with the sun revolving round it. Even modern clocks

have a tendency to falsity, because any read-out of time is but an estimate. Despite

this, one is not tempted to make arguments for the falsity of what is represented

because when one thinks about a clock one knows it is not itself the movement of

celestial bodies. It is a model. Models are approximations with necessary simplifica-

tions that yield useful predictions of complex environments. Similarly, fiction is not

life. Any of its parts may have no necessary empirical correspondence to the world,

nonetheless it is a model, a useful simulation, of selves in the social world. 

Human beings evolved to embody circadian clocks (models) that more or less

control sleeping and waking. We propose humans also evolved to make models of

aspects of the social world, and that literary art is an extension of this ability. Social

models have been taken up and molded by culture to provide the contexts for oral

storytelling and more recently written literature. These products, as mentioned

above, yield new advantages similar to other artistic products, such as permanency

and increased frequency and ease of dissemination. The relationship between stories

and the social-models they are based upon is complex however, and influence

between the two is bi-directional. Social-models aid in the creation of stories, and

stories help to advance and shape mental models of the social world. In this article

we propose that one distinctive feature of literary fiction, namely character, derives

from essential human social abilities, and that the telling of stories and the reading of

literature also help to develop these abilities. Fiction is, therefore, useful, and hence

of potential adaptive value. 
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A DERIVATION OF STORIES FROM
HUMAN SOCIALITY

Human evolutionary adaptation is marked by two salient features: sociality and tech-

nology. Technology is dependent on sociality, in that the tool-creation is frequently

collaborative and the dissemination of tool-knowledge within a culture is inevitably

social. Arguably the most important technology yet developed is writing, itself an

extension of social-communication. We propose that because the trajectories of indi-

vidual selves in society are complex, we have become enabled to understand them

more deeply, by means of language and narrative, than, say, chimpanzees can under-

stand their societies. 

DUNBAR (1993, 1996, 2004) has offered an evolutionary explanation for the devel-

opment of language, in which he proposes that language derives from social interac-

tion. He has thus provided a route towards understanding how narrative stories are

universals, not confined to specific cultures or local environments. Here we offer an

evolutionary sequence towards this conclusion with seven steps, starting with fea-

tures of primate sociality. 

1. Knowledge of individuals. A distinctive attribute of the societies of chim-

panzees and bonobos, our nearest non-human relatives, is that all the members know

individually all the other members of the group in which they live. GOODALL (e.g.,

1986) achieved an ethological breakthrough by herself learning to recognize as indi-

viduals members of a group of wild-living chimpanzees, who had habituated to her

presence. Only with the recognition of individuals could she begin to understand the

social organization of this species. Each individual in a primate group is aware of the

hierarchical position occupied by the self and others. Each knows who is related to

whom, who is a friend, who is a potential antagonist, and who has alliances with

whom else. Chimpanzees, thus, appear to have a representation of their social world

containing at least a few discrete categories for individual members.

2. Correlation of size of social group with size of brain. The human brain is about

1600 cc, compared to about 180 cc for a non-primate mammal of our body weight.

A huge increase in the size of the neocortex accounts for most of this difference. In

humans the neocortex is about 80% of the total brain volume. While increased brain

size in primates is correlated with fruit eating and foraging over large territories,

DUNBAR (1993, 1996) argues it is also associated with living in highly interactive

social groups. While older theories attributed the enlarged human cortex to increases

in manual and mental skills, DUNBAR has proposed a more plausible idea. AIELLO

and DUNBAR (1993) observed that the proportion of neocortex relative to the rest of

the brain is linearly related to the maximum size of the social group in which each

species lives. Compared to chimpanzees whose maximum group size is 50, humans

know and interact with three to four times as many individuals (between 150 to 200).
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This suggests that increases in brain size among primates are related to the greater

computing power needed to know individually all the members of increasingly large

social groups. While this hypothesis has not been without its critics (see DUNBAR

1993) it has recently become quite widely accepted. 

3. Physical mimesis. DONALD (1991) argues that an important stage in the evolu-

tion of mind, which occurred with the emergence of homo erectus 1.9 million years

ago, was of what he calls mimesis: a pre-verbal imitation of the actions of others, a

quasi-symbolization. It allowed the communication of skills such as the manufacture

of stone tools, and communal activities such as rituals. Aspects continue into mod-

ern times, for instance in apprenticeships, in dance, and in the picking up of tunes

and songs. In non-human primates, this ability for behavioural imitation and mimic-

ry is served by so-called “mirror neurons”, neurons which fire both when an action

is personally enacted, and when an identical action is observed (e.g., GALLESE et al.

2002). Similar neurons are also found in humans (e.g., IACOBONI et al. 1999), and it

has been proposed that these played a fundamental role in the evolution of language

among our early ancestors (RIZZOLATTI and ARBIB 1998). As GALLESE, KEYSERS and

RIZZOLATTI (2004) point out, what is at issue here is the transition from societies

based on immediate cues to societies based on knowledge of other individuals. 

4. Emergence of language as conversation: verbal grooming. In primate social

groups friendly relationships are maintained by mutual grooming, in which pairs of

animals sit quietly together and pick through each other's hair for twigs and para-

sites. Chimpanzees spend about 20% of their time in this way. DUNBAR (e.g., 1996)

has calculated that the maximum amount of time a primate could possibly spend on

grooming would be 30%, without this time impinging on sleep and foraging. But as

group size increases, so does the number of friendly relationships one needs to main-

tain, and consequently the amount of grooming one must do. As the size of social

groups increased in the line that led to modern humans, a crisis occurred: how could

relationships be maintained successfully given the limited amount of time in each

day? DUNBAR has postulated that the answer was conversation. According to this

idea, language did not evolve for such purposes as coordinating hunting, although it

is certainly useful in this domain. It emerged as verbal grooming to cultivate and

maintain relationships. Manual primate grooming typically occurs with only one

other individual at a time, and it excludes other activities. Conversational grooming

can be performed in social groups larger than two, and it can be done during activi-

ties such as preparing food. DUNBAR estimates that conversation began between

500,000 and 250,000 years ago. 

More recently, BARRETT, RENZI and DUNBAR (2003) have extended DUNBAR’s

hypothesis to include the fact that, as compared with monkeys who live constantly

and gregariously in the same troupes, apes and humans live in fission-fusion soci-

eties, which separate and rejoin each other. They propose that this kind of society is
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cognitively more demanding than the societies of monkeys. Whereas monkeys can

conduct their social interactions on the basis of immediate social cues, members of

fission-fusion societies have to maintain relationships out of sight of the individuals

with whom they are relating: they have to be able to represent individuals who are

not present.

5. Narrative and making sense. Up until this point we have referred to links be-

tween language and social processes with little attention to content. The nature of

language-based communication, however, also points toward a social basis and pur-

pose. Conversation is of two main kinds. Practical conversation has a goal outside

itself: the conversation is essentially a means of agreeing on joint goals, of planning

activities to attain them, and in some cases, for example where the goals are infor-

mational, to enact the plans (POWER 1979). Companionable conversation has a goal

that is essentially the conversation itself, and this is the grooming type of conversa-

tion that DUNBAR has described. It is not known, of course, how long after the emer-

gence of conversational language narrative forms arose. TOMASELLO (1999) has ex-

amined this question from the perspective of individual child development, focusing

on what he has called verb islands. A verb island is a concept similar to FILLMORE’s

(1968) case grammar, describing a familiar action (walk, throw, drop, etc.) together

with a small number of syntactic slots for an agent, an object, an outcome, and so on.

TOMASELLO has found that children's earliest constructions beyond two words are

based on such verb islands. Here is an example, comment on a recent lapse by the

child's father: “Daddy drop the plate.” It is not a long reach from there, either for

ourselves when young, or for our historical forebears, to narrative forms that depict

agents, their intentions, and the outcomes of actions. In studies of what people talk

about, DUNBAR (1993) has found that some 60% of conversation in a university

refectory was about the social lives of the conversants and their acquaintances.

Companionable conversation is about selves, friends, enemies, the trusted, and the

untrustworthy. What is known as gossip, the recitation and analysis of action and

character, enables conversants to elaborate models of others with whom they have

had dealings in the past and with whom they may have dealings in the future.

Companionable conversation is often enacted in a narrative form. As the recitation

of goal-oriented behaviour of people we know forms the basis of real-world trait-

judgements, historical and fictional stories form around depictions of goal-oriented

actions by protagonists who may be alive, or dead, or imaginary.

Making sense of chimpanzee and bonobo society involves narrative accounts of

the kind that have been offered by GOODALL (1986), DE WAAL (1982) and other pri-

matologists, even though the animals concerned could not construct such accounts

themselves. Humans are even more social than chimpanzees and bonobos. We know

even more about the individuals in our social network. Interactions become even

more complex. The ability, present in non-human primates is most probably based
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on mirror neurons (discussed above) which as GALLESE, KEYSERS and RIZZOLATTI

(2004) say: “allow us to directly understand the meaning of the actions and emotions

of others by internally replicating ... them without any explicit reflective mediation”

(p. 396). This is an important preadaptation for narrative, because as we come

describe actions to ourselves and each other in language, and indeed in narrative

terms, we can come to know the workings of selves and society more explicitly, and

hence more keenly, than could the chimpanzees and bonobos know their societies.

Further elaboration occurs in stories told by storytellers, at first not so much fiction

as accounts of the social group and salient people in the group. This involves being

able to think of the contents of other people’s minds which, as MAR (2004) has

shown involves distinct neural circuitry that is shared with circuitry that subserves

narrative. GALLESE, KEYSERS and RIZZOLATTI talk of the mirror neuron system in

terms of simulation. As DUNBAR (2004) points out, human abilities include those off

recursion: we can know what another knows, and know what another knows about

what one knows oneself. Such recursion is necessary for conversation and narrative,

which involve at least three levels of recursion. A conversationalist or story-teller

must know (1) that the hearer can know (2) what a person in the story knows (3). We

take simulation together with its recursive aspects to be important steps towards the

more explicit simulations of fiction, which requires a further increase of abstraction,

to depict people who may never have existed or acted in the ways depicted.

The two recurrent features of all narratives are that there are characters and that

stories involve the making of meaning and purposeful progress towards a point: per-

haps of social comparison (in gossip), and of implicit social rules. SCHANK and

BERMAN (2002) have argued that all stories have didactic (that is to say useful) pur-

poses. 

6. Emergence of metaphor and the symbolic. Between about 50,000 and 30,000

years ago, a new development occurred among humans. Our ancestors started bury-

ing their dead with more or less elaborate rituals. They started making ornaments,

and they started painting. As MITHEN (1996, 2001) has argued, these activities pre-

suppose a movement from an encapsulated kind of cognitive system – which has

also been called the Swiss Army Knife model (COSMIDES and TOOBY 1994) – in

which each mental tool is useful but does not interact with others, to one character-

ized by more interaction and cross-relation. Thus 60,000 years ago (say) our pre-

human ancestors had elaborate knowledge of individuals in their social network (as

discussed above) and the corresponding skills for social interaction. They had elabo-

rate knowledge of the natural history of plants and animals that provided their food

sources. They had technical skills such as how to make fire, shelters, and stone tools.

But each of these knowledge bases was domain specific, largely procedural, and did

not interact with others. MITHEN’s argument is that around 50,000 years ago, the bar-

riers between the specialized compartments of the mind started to become porous.
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The result was metaphor: a this is a that, a something is something that it is not, sit-

ting close to a friend is as comforting as a particularly satisfying piece of food.

Although BARRETT, HENZI and DUNBAR (2003) postulate the beginnings of analogi-

cal reasoning with the new cognitive demands of fission-fusion groups, presumably

far further back in the past before hominids became a distinct line, the development

of the imaginary some 50,000 years ago enabled a huge explosion of cultural activi-

ty. A person who is dead is not dead, but has to be respected and prepared for an

afterlife. These marks on the wall of a cave are not just marks, they are a bison.

These stones are not just stones, but a necklace. Symbolism opens the door for more

abstract, and thus fictional, narratives.

7. Myth, oral story-telling, religion, and ritual. The emergence of narrative

together with the emergence of the imaginary in life prepared the mind for the con-

vergence of conversation with play, as play began to take on verbal forms, and sto-

ries started to be not just (as in conversation) about what did happen, but about what

might happen, or what could happen. Play is an activity that occurs in most mam-

mals (PANKSEPP 1998), though it does not occur in reptiles. It is prominent in our

cousins the apes as it no doubt was in our pre-symbolic ancestors. Among these

beings it was presumably physical and included rough-and-tumble interactions of

the kind that you can see in puppies or kittens. If we look at modern play in children,

it is clear that it has easily assimilated the metaphorical, to become what develop-

mental theorists call pretend play (LESLIE 1987). One may hypothesize that with the

emergence of the metaphorical, symbolic elements (e.g., props, dolls, roles, enact-

ments) were also introduced. In verbal modes, stories would begin when talk includ-

ed not just the usual conversational subjects of actual individuals and what they did,

but possible individuals, symbolic individuals, and what they might do. Characters

in such stories would start to include beings who had influence although they were

no longer present, that is, supernatural beings. 

Some of the early stories of this kind are called myth, usually defined as stories

having to do with supernatural beings. Often, these are beings who were once alive

but who are imagined to persist in a transformed state after death: the Mesopotamian

kings became gods who must be obeyed, the Egyptian Pharaohs needed pyramids to

house them when they were dead, Chinese ancestors had to be revered, Jesus was a

man who rose from the dead and lives within the devout person, the //gangwasi
ancestors (see LEE 1984) of the !Kung people of the Kalahari hover around and may

make one ill if one does not behave properly. Myth is invariably told in narrative

form. It invariably has a didactic aspect (cf. SCHANK and BERMAN 2002). It is partly

about how to understand reality. Myths are what PETERSON (1999) has called “Maps

of Meaning”, or as RONALD WRIGHT (2004) has independently put it:
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“Myth is an arrangement of the past, whether real or imagined, in patterns that rein-

force a culture's deepest meanings and aspirations ... Myths are so fraught with

meaning that we live and die by them. They are the maps by which cultures navigate

through time.” (p. 5)

Creation myths, the bases of religion, were also important products of these early

narrative abilities. Stories were created to produce meaning and order in an unpre-

dictable environment. The capacity for metaphor and symbolism enabled objects in

the environment to be no longer simply themselves, but meaningfully to embody

deities and spirits.

DONALD (1991) argues that mimesis was a fundamental preadaptation for the

mythic. The non-verbal mode of mimesis joins with the verbal forms of myth, to

produce religious ceremony and ritual, the importance of which is hard to overstate.

It is a primary material from which culture is made. It concerns issues that are fun-

damental to us humans, the continuity of life and society, the meaning of what may

otherwise seem accidental, the healing of the sick, the reintegration into society of

those who have become alienated from it. Though DONALD proposes that myth

emerged soon after language, it seems that with the almost invariable requirement of

myth to imagine beings that are invisible, it is more likely to have emerged with

metaphor, and was reflected in the ritual burying of the dead. Conversation, play,

and imitation bind individuals to collective society and give life meaning; religion is

a result of this binding. 

It is hard to know when more secular stories would have arisen. Oral storytelling

tends to have ritualistic elements, likely to aid the proper memorization and recita-

tion of tales (HAVELOCK 1978). Probably it arose alongside the stories of myth and

religion. One can imagine that as conversation occasionally became imaginative, it

began to offer functional modes of thinking about people, their individuality, their

concerns, and their emotions, outside of ideas of worship.

CHARACTER

If one reads accounts of the lives of chimpanzees by such researchers as GOODALL

and DE WAAL, one recognizes that the world for these creatures has already ceased to

be primarily a world of nature. While the life of chimpanzees does involve foraging,

sleeping and a good deal of tree climbing, their world appears to have become more

predominantly that of the immediate history of the social group. In human stories

this trend away from raw nature towards the world of society and of technology

(homes, tools, clothing, etc.) has continued further. The most critical aspect of

human sociality is that each person is an individual whose history, relations, and

characteristics become known to others. Even in a collectivist society, such individ-
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uality becomes the basis for interactions with this person. Whether stories are about

individuals because of this feature of needing to know something about each indi-

vidual in order to interact with him or her, or whether a focus on individuals and

their doings has occurred in societies because we see the world through our stories,

can perhaps not be known. In any event it has become inevitable that stories feature

individuals. As BRUNER (1986) has put it: “[n]arrative is about the vicissitudes of

human intentions” (p. 13). 

Psychologically, character is a mental model of an actor in a story. It is abstracted

from several sources such as how the person behaves, what the person says about

him or herself, and what others say about that person. We also know of “character”

as some judgement about a person’s moral disposition in the real-world. With

respect to this, Virginia Woolf remarked in a 1924 essay: we are all judges of char-

acter and we could not survive in the social world if we were not. Literary narrative

adds a further layer: the interaction of characters with other characters and with

events. It aims at a generalizable understanding people’s goals (intentions), conflicts,

and emotional life. It attempts to depict tendencies that are difficult to grasp but

which, if understood, make sense of behavior. By contrast, the psychologists’ idea of

traits of personality is directed toward the narrower goal of assessing persistent be-

havioral tendencies based largely on self-report.

Character judgments in the real world are pervasive, immediate, and consistent.

Empirically, one of the most intriguing studies on the acquired perception of charac-

ter is by COIE and KUPERSMIDT (1983). They arranged 40-minute play sessions for

ten-year-old boys, once a week for six weeks. The boys were put in groups of four;

the children either knew each other previously because they were in the same class

at school, or did not know each other because they were from different schools. Each

four-boy group had one member who, from psychometric data from their originating

school class, was popular and had been seen as a leader, one who had been seen as

average, one who had been seen as aggressive and had been socially rejected, and

one who had been seen as shy socially ignored. The boys in the groups who had pre-

viously known each other maintained their previous popularity and status in the

four-boy play sessions. For those who had not previously known each other, by the

end of their third session together, boys who had been popular at school had become

popular in the play sessions, while those who had been rejected or unpopular at

school had become rejected or unpopular in the play sessions. Reputation among

these boys was thus formed very quickly, within two hours of interaction, and once

formed a person’s reputation in any group became difficult to change. In adults,

OATLEY and LAROCQUE (1995) have found that after a mistake has occurred in a plan

or arrangement WITH another person, individuals often jump eagerly to a judgment of

character. If the person with whom the error occurred was not already well known

and personally liked, a model of the person was quickly formed: “untrustworthy”,
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“a flake”, “a bitch”. These models (read: character judgments) bias further interac-

tions with individuals in ways congruent with the information they contain. In con-

versations, references to character also often reach towards people’s goals. Thus,

someone we describe as “not interested in people”, can be expected to be overly

devoted to his or her own work and perhaps somewhat socially awkward.

Literary character includes such elements, but the idea has been developed further

towards abstraction and generalization. Although in Poetics, Aristotle proposed that

plot was the most important element in tragedy, with the plays of Shakespeare, char-

acter overtook plot in importance. In fiction generally, this pre-eminent importance

of character has been maintained subsequently so that as Henry JAMES (1884) could

ask: “What is character but the determination of incident? What is incident but the

illustration of character?” (p. 405)

Evolution has provided us with a set of pre-adaptations that include the ability to

make mental models of others, the ability to transmute sequences of individual histo-

ries into conversational narratives, and the capacity for metaphor. Culture, and specif-

ically writers within culture, have then worked up, as it were, a theory of character

which gives our mental models far more depth, and far more generalizability, than can

typically occur in a session of conversational gossip. The literary idea of character

involves a number of developmental and cultural accomplishments (cf. OATLEY 2002),

with some of the more recent cultural innovations having been accomplished by the

writers of fiction, among whom Shakespeare is perhaps the most instructive.

Shakespeare’s theory of character is thoroughly cognitive. He proposed that with-

in a person there is a relation between inwardness (which he called substance) and

outer behavior (which he often called shadow). The inward is an ensemble of goals

and intentions orchestrated by one or more emotions that have been created, or have

been affected by, life experiences. This substance, moreover, is a domain of inner

reflection of a kind that Shakespeare famously accomplished in Hamlet (see

GREENBLATT 2004), though such inwardness can perhaps never be fully known. The

shadow (meaning in Shakespeare's time both what it means to us and also reflection,

as in a mirror) is a set of distinctive outward actions that flow from the goals (inten-

tions) and emotions of the substance, to accomplish particular projects in relation to

particular others. Take for example the character of Cassius in Julius Caesar. In the

play, Cassius tells Brutus that he had once been a friend of Caesar, and on one occa-

sion had saved his life. At the beginning of the play Caesar, the greatest man in

Rome, is described by Cassius as treating him now with disdain. In the action of the

play this disdain is seen as inducing envy and shame in Cassius, which in turn gen-

erates anger (see SCHEFF 1997, for an account of how shame turns to rage) and the

plot to assassinate Caesar. Essentially here we have the modern conception of char-

acter both in literary and everyday terms. It is an abstraction affected by experience,

built of goals, intentions, and emotions, from which actions flow.
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Models of other people with whom we interact socially are first constructed

through experience with these individuals. These representations of others are then

transmitted and elaborated through the conversations that take place amongst peers.

At a period in human history, stories about highly significant individuals – such as

Julius Caesar – began to circulate widely and spread values important to the culture.

Among the values promulgated by different characters of stories are bravery, hero-

ism, humility, and piety. Some such stories gained the status of myth, which as

MCLUHAN (1964/1994) has said “is the instant vision of a complex process that

ordinarily extends over a long period” (p. 25). Stories, and the characters that popu-

late them can be, therefore, compressed representations of individual and group

history. 

Characters depicted in myths, however, were often described as mere conduits of

actions, determinants of certain incidents. It needed authors such as Shakespeare to

develop characters who were complex abstractions of possible individuals. Thus the

fully developed protagonists of Shakespeare’s plays were not mere cogs in a ma-

chinery of narrative causality. They contained essences of what real people are like.

Modern literary characters are very complex representations. Early on in both cul-

tural and individual development, writing tended to include characters who were

determined largely by their context. By contrast, with the innovations introduced by

Shakespeare, one can imagine (as suggested by BRADLEY 1904) Othello finding his

way into Hamlet, and quickly taking command of the situation by virtue of his

authority and decisiveness. He would have had the usurping Claudius arraigned in

no time. In a comparable way Hamlet in Othello’s play would quickly have seen

through Iago, and in the next moment would be mimicking him. Simple stereotyped

agents of action, or traits, are “flat” characters in the sense of FORSTER (1927),

whereas more developed incarnations such as Othello can be considered, in Forster's

terms, “round”. Nineteenth-century writing introduced the further development of

this idea, with creations such as Madame Bovary, Jane Eyre, Anna Karenina, and

others. Some writers, such as Virginia WOOLF and James JOYCE, demonstrated the

potential of the narrative medium to depict the inner consciousness of another, and

enabling the reader to enter yet more directly than previously into the mind (sub-

stance) of a fictional other, rather than just having the external behavior (shadow)

depicted.

Understanding people, and understanding the characters in a piece of narrative fic-

tion, probably involves similar processes. Empirically, RAPP and GERRIG (2001)

have demonstrated that readers form trait-based character models of individuals

when they read. They found some evidence that these models are rapidly updated as

new information (e.g., model-incongruent action) is revealed. Others have found that

a similar process of trait-model construction takes place in real-world character

judgements (PARK, DEKAY and KRAUS 1994). As in narratives, coherence is an
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important component of these character models (READ and MILLER 1993; THAGARD

and KUNDA 1998).

In literature currents that flow in conversation – of trust and distrust, of implica-

tions of actions and their generalizability to further actions, of aspirations to under-

stand people’s goals – are elaborated. But, unlike in conversation, in which we tend

to treat a person in an immediate context of specific actions and emotional incidents,

in literature a character is set in relation to universal abstractions and a generalized

social milieu. A character can then, as it were, take off into cultural space and live a

life of her or his own, as have Cinderella and Sherlock Holmes. We need something

beyond conversation to have a chance of understanding the complexity of individu-

als in social worlds. This something is provided in literature, as simulations of the

social world (OATLEY 1992).

Although, in literature, the specificity of literary characters is maintained, the

understanding of human mentality and action that is depicted becomes more

abstract. Because of this, an understanding can, perhaps, be applied more generally

than an understanding derived from gossiping about an acquaintance. 

How is this abstraction and generalization achieved? First, with some literary

characters we can experience an ironic distance that allows us simultaneously both

subjective experience and external observation. This is an effect accomplished as

explained by LUBBOCK (1921) with respect to Flaubert’s Madame Bovary. In the

novel, we see Emma Bovary’s world through her eyes as she becomes in turn weary,

resigned, or ecstatic. At the same time we see her actions and her objects of thought

through the eyes of the author Flaubert as vulgar and sentimental. Our consciousness

of a story-protagonist thus goes beyond the kind of knowledge we can easily have of

ourselves or of other people. Sometimes, in Flaubert’s novel, we encompass both the

subjective and the objective (or at least, external) simultaneously. Among our

sources of information and evaluation here are (a) the character’s subjective experi-

ence, (b) the author’s evaluations of this character, and (c) our own subjective eval-

uations of this character evoked by the narrative experience. Surprisingly, then, we

can come to know a fictional character better than someone in real life, better per-

haps in some respects than ourselves. This kind of knowledge also generalizes

beyond knowledge of any specific character. The insight afforded by a window into

a character’s “inwardness” provides one with an evocative framework from which

inferences beyond the text may be developed. This possibility is based upon a depar-

ture from the creation of characters who are determined solely by their material envi-

ronment (WOOLF 1924).

A reader may identify with a character, as he or she mentally runs the simulation

of a novel or play. In so doing the reader may come to like, and then to become

somewhat like, the character. The psychological effects of character, then, include

the pleasing surprise of recognition, the satisfaction of being able to understand
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visible behavior in terms of deeper principles, the insight of seeing both others and

ourselves in terms of human attributes that are both valued and problematic. But self

and others are not necessarily seen in the same ways. CUPCHIK and HILSCHER (2005)

have shown categorization of one’s own self in one kind of way, of other selves in

different ways, with yet further categories for belongingness to one’s community.

In experiments with short stories by MUNRO and BIERCE, KERR (2005) has found

that identification with a main character increases literary involvement, as measured

by the number of emotions readers experienced while reading the stories. The degree

of involvement was correlated significantly with increased insight. Along similar

lines, GREEN (2004) has demonstrated that knowledge or familiarity with the situa-

tion of a protagonist results in greater transportation into a narrative world, and that

this engagement further predicts the endorsement of story-consistent beliefs.

Literature, therefore, is a means through which we can get to understand ourselves

and others better. The impact of character in novels is that, as the reader enters,

Alice-like, through the looking glass of narrative, he or she can enter other minds

that are in some ways like his or her own, and in some ways unlike. The impact of

this experience illuminates the nature of selfhood. Because this experience of being

within another mind is accompanied by other impressions also, such as the character

being seen by others, it offers the reader the possibility of not just the clarification of

his or her mental models of self, but also of their transformation.

Our capacity for comprehending and even producing complex literary characters

is likely something which evolved gradually much as language and metaphoric

thought. In individuals, developmentally, this at least appears to be the case. Thus

MCKEOUGH and GENERUX (2003) have found evidence for a gradual progress in

abstraction of character in the written stories of adolescents. Participants from vari-

ous age groups (on average 10, 12, 14 and 17 years) were asked to write a story

about a character who has a problem, and to include at least one flashback in the sto-

ry. The researchers found that rather than intentional or physical descriptions, older

children tended to include more interpretive descriptions of characters of a kind that

would generalize beyond immediate motivations. An increase was even observed

between the two oldest groups of children, demonstrating that this sort of knowledge

continues to grow during late adolescence. This same study also found that older

children tend to produce narratives that are more complex along various dimensions

(e.g., plot structure).

CONCLUSION

Literary art is by definition written, and writing is a product of culture rather than

evolution. Nonetheless, we propose, the carefully crafted story that one reads as a

novel, or sees as a play or movie, is based on an elaborate series of evolutionary pre-
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adaptations each one of which takes us closer to the literate story-telling cultures

with which we are familiar today. Story characters the products of, and the shapers

of, social understanding, representing a continual honing of our comprehension of

our social world.

Human beings are social creatures. We are also the creatures that make things,

including art. We are the creatures who make meaning of our social worlds. One

could argue that such preoccupations are dodo-like dead-ends. Or one could argue

that these are features that make our species distinctive, in the same way that the

black and white stripes of a zebra are distinctive.
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